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By Guy Delisle

Drawn and Quarterly. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Even More Bad Parenting
Advice, Guy Delisle, Ever wanted to know how to be awarded the Best Dad in the Whole World? Guy
Delisle has all the answers for you in these light-hearted, entertaining tales of parental mishaps and
practi--cal jokes gone wrong. Whether he's helping remove a pesky, wob--bly, but not quite loose
tooth or trying to win at hide-and-seek, his antics will resonate with every parent who has ever
wanted to give a sarcastic answer to a funny question from their kid. Even More Bad Parenting
Advice marks Guy Delisle's second foray into the world of offering bad advice to parents, and a sec-
-ond opportunity to express the minor frustrations and many joys of parenting. Delisle's skilful hand
at illustration and ironic way with words, which helped to popularize his travelogues about daily life
in faraway places, are just as much the stars here as he or his children are. His sense of comic
timing shines through in these simply told stories; with their lively flow, a change in facial
expression or a few words can serve as the anecdote's punch line. Even More Bad Parenting Advice
celebrates the...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking over this ebook. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of your ebook. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this ebook.
-- Efr en Swift-- Efr en Swift

A new electronic book with a new point of view. it was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way in
fact it is simply following i finished reading this publication through which really altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Flor ia n Runte-- Dr . Flor ia n Runte
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